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OER In Mathematics Professional Development Project   

Lesson Plan 
Topic of the lesson: 

Rules of Exponents 

Standard(s)/Learning Result(s):  

Number: Real Numbers 

Students know how to represent and use real numbers. 
- Use Compute using rules of exponents.  

 
Goal(s) of the Lesson: 
What do you want the students to know and be able to do? What overarching questions do you want them to be able to answer? 

The students will be able to apply the following rules of exponents while simplifying expression. 
      -Product Rule 
      -Power to a Power Rule 
      -Division Rule 

The students will develop a zero power rule of exponents. 
Context 
What should students know to engage in the lesson?  
-The students should have vocabulary knowledge of the terms exponent, base, coefficient, term, and variable. 
-The students have already been through instruction and evaluation on exponent rules and operations. 
 
Associated Student Difficulties 
Describe known misconceptions (overgeneralizations, common errors, and misunderstandings) associated with the content in this lesson? 
-When multiplying two examples with a variable raised to an exponent, students multiply the exponent rather than add exponents 
- When multiplying two examples with a coefficient and variable raised to an exponent, students treat both the coefficients and exponents the same.     
   (Ex. 2x2•3x5, students often multiply the 2•3 and multiply exponents 2•5  to get 6x10 or add 2+3 and add exponents 2 +5 to get 5x7 ) 
- When raising an expression to a power, they often apply the exponent only to what is closest or only the variable. 
- Not knowing x = x1 
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Planning for Differentiation 
Describe how the lesson design incorporates a plan for differentiation. 
 
There are three applets associated with this particular pre-assessment. These applets are the Product Rule applet, the Division Rule applet, and the Power 
of a Power Rule applet. If students get problems 1 & 4 wrong the will need to work on the Product Rule applet. If they miss problems 3 & 6, they will 
need to work on he Division Rule applet, and if they miss problems 2 & 5, they will need to work on the Power of a Power Rule applet. 

 
Pre/Post Assessment 
Review what you want students to know and be able to do.  How will you determine what they know and don’t know? How will you determine that they have met the 
target? (Describe the pre/post assessment) 
 

Pre-Assessment 
-The students will take a six-question probe on Moodle to determine any shortfalls present with the three tested rules of exponents. 
Post-Assessment 
-The students will take retake the same probe after remediating with applets. 

Materials & Resources 
Describe any tools and resources that are needed to support the lesson. 
-Moodle access 
-Student explorations for practice on each of the three rules 
 
Technology Tools / Applets 
What technology tools, applets, and/or resources you will use for this lesson? 
-Laptop cart 
-Moodle access (Network Access) 
-Student Passwords for network and for moodle 
-Applet designed for each of the three rules 
 
What management strategies will you utilize during the lesson? 

Work in groups differentiated by applet. 

 
Teacher Notes: 
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Lesson Description 
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 What resources will you need? What type of preparation is needed before you can begin the lesson? 

- Laptops 

- Print Pre and Post Lesson Probes (Or make sure the probes are in an online administration site such as ThatQuiz.org) 

- Print Exploration(s) for Rules of Exponents tool(s) planning to use (Product Rule, Division Rule, Power of Power) 

Approximate Time: 15-30 minutes one class, 45-60 minutes the second class 
 

 

Lesson Questions for Learners Notes / Reflections 
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The day before the lesson, administer the pre-assessment so 
you can analyze the data.  

• Students complete the “Rules of Exponents” pre-
assessment(s) (5-15 min). 

Use that data to determine which of the applets and 
explorations each student will need to engage with during 
the lesson.  

Engage students in responding to the pre-assessment 
questions and results without sharing definitive “answers.” 
Show and analyze electronic results (if using clickers, 
ThatQuiz, Google Forms, etc.) and/or elicit example 
responses and student opinions. (5-10 min.) 

Introduce the overview of “Rules of Exponents”. 
• Introduce the idea focusing on the concept of 

exponent as a shortcut for writing out repeated 
multiplication. (Review terminology base, 

Write down everything you know about 
exponents in the first column. 

What do you know about exponents? 

- Clarify what students explain… 

- Provide me more detail about… 

 An exponent is displayed as a superscript 
number. It tells you how many times you 
will multiply the preceding number or 
variable. The base of an exponential 
expression is the number or variable that 
comes before the exponent.  
 

Provide student a paper. Have 
them fold it in three equal parts.  

Label the columns K-W-L: 

- Know 

- Want to know 

- Learned 
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Lesson Questions for Learners Notes / Reflections 
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Build on the definitions and details that the students shared 
about exponents. 
 
Reinforce: 
- The exponent indicates the number of times the number or 
variable is being multiplied.  
 
 
 
 

If you are given 25, what does that mean? 
How do you evaluate the value of this term? 

What does a5 mean? 

What does x3 • x5 mean? How do you 
simplify this expression? 
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Launch the “Exponents-Product Rule” applet. 
http://maine.edc.org/file.php/1/ParticipantResources/ExpRul
eProduct_L.html 
 
Click the colors checkbox and set up a series of examples 
and lead students through a few critical questions to elicit 
key properties. 
 
Have students complete the exploration. 
 

What do you notice when I increase the 
exponent?  

What happens to the number of x’s? What 
happens to the y’s? 

What happens when I multiply the term by 
2? By 3 By x? By x squared… 

What is happening to the exponent?  

Start by eliminating one of the 
terms by moving the sliders to 
make the term disappear. 

Begin with simple problems and 
work through problems of 
increasing complexity. 
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Summarize the Product Rule. 

When you multiply terms … when the base is the same you 
can add the exponents. You must multiply the coefficients. 

 

Provide a rule to explain what happens when 
you multiply exponents… 

Note –You will repeat this process 
with the Division Rule and the 
Power of a Power Rule. 

Start by showing the applet. Set 
up a simple example. Ask students 
to observe and generate a “rule”. 

Complete the explorations. 

 


